
Company D, 2
nd

 USSS Drill Schedule 

1. Form company/squad, count off 

2. Inspection of Arms/Company Inspection 

3. Manual of Arms 

1. Attention company 

2. Shoulder arms 

3. Support arms 

4. Rest 

5. Attention 

6. Shoulder arms 

7. Arms port 

8. Shoulder arms 

 

9. Present arms 

10. Shoulder arms 

11. Trail arms 

12. Shoulder…arms 

13. Secure arms 

14. Shoulder arms 

15. Ground arms 

16. Raise arms 

 

17. Shoulder arms 

18. Right shoulder shift arms 

19. Shoulder arms 

20. Rest on arms 

21. Shoulder arms 

22. Reverse arms 

23. Shoulder arms 

24. Parade rest 

25. Attention company

4. Deploy skirmishers off the center file 

a. Sharpshooters.  Deploy as skirmishers off the center file.  Take intervals.  March. 

5. Adjust and instruct on spacing and using terrain. 

6. Form up by rally or assemble. 

7. Deploy skirmishers off the right file. 

a. Sharpshooters.  Deploy as skirmishers off the right file.  Take intervals. March. 

8. Halt, rally. 

9. Deploy skirmishers off the left file. 

a. Sharpshooters.  Deploy skirmishers off the left file.  Take intervals. March. 

10. Halt, assemble. By the file march to starting point (if room is needed) 

11. Company into line. Halt. 

a. By company into line MARCH 

b. Be sure to guide and caution forming line. 

12. Deploy as skirmishers by the flanks. 

 a. Sharpshooters –as skirmishers by the ____flank. Take intervals. MARCH. 

 b. Remember to automatically front the enemy. 

13. Advance and retreat as skirmishers while firing.  If not powder at least caps. 

 a. Sharpshooters.  Advance (retreat) as skirmishers while firing.  Commence firing. 

14. Rally and reform. (Or rally on the company) 

15. Deploy as skirmishers off the center file. 

16. March by the ____ flank. (Practice adjusting). 

17. Advance by the flank drill while firing (screening maneuver) 

18. Halt and reverse. 

19. Assemble 

20. Indian Rush drill while firing. 

21. Retreat while firing to starting point. 

22. Reform. 

23. Marching drills including wheels and by the oblique, rally by fours, guard against cavalry, guard against infantry. 

24. Combat drills (to be created by commanders).   

25. Firing drills such as firing by company, fire by file, fire by obliques.  Goals include smoothness and speed.  Soldiers will be 

instructed on proper loading technique and “at the ready” pose. 

26.  Guest Instruction.  Soldiers will be informed prior to drills which areas they will lead.  NCO and company commanders are 

encourage to participate. 

27.Battlefield study and discussion of terrain. 

28. Combat scenarios discussion/review such as what to do if your block freezes, round doesn’t fire, if you are wounded, etc. 

29. Safety reminders including encouragement to go at own pace through obstacles or rough terrain. 

30. Field impression ideas/practice.  Taking hits ammo checks, dragging wounded and dead, etc. 

31. Questions/Answers 

32. March to camp, review schedule, expectations, dismiss. 
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